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SPICE NETLIST IMPORT
This utility allows to import both circuit (.cir) and subcircuit (.sbc) files to the system.
The Schematic diagram is generated by converting the imported file data to the
project. All the Instance parameters and Model parameters are set during conversion.
The circuit is also set for various analyses. All the parameters are set for various
types of analysis, which is specified in the circuit file. This routine deletes the
currently loaded project upon start. Hence it is to be ensured that the database is
saved before invoking this application.

Invoking Spice Netlist Import
This module may be invoked from Project Explorer in the following ways.
Right click Project and select Import Spice Netlist from the list.
Select Import Spice Netlist from the tasklist or from the task toolbar.
Note: By default, system does not display the task toolbar. It may be enabled from View
menu in the Project Explorer.
The system prompts for saving the project. A window pops out to select the mode for
importing the files. The imported files may be created as a new project or as new
hierarchies in an existing project.

Click No
The Spice Netlist Import window appears. Spice Netlist Import collects all the parts
information in the library at the time of form load. It keeps a table of these
information’s for extraction of parts while importing. Select File | Open. A dialog box
pops up from where the required .cir or .sbc file can be selected. The project is
named after importing the file.
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While importing, there are two modes for part selection.
Automatic: In this mode the system searches and selects the first component that
matches the criteria in the circuit file definition and loads it to the project.
Manual: In this mode system lists all the parts satisfying the conditions in a table,
from which user can select one. Similarly for all the definition of various components
in the circuit file, several components are listed. The selected components are loaded
to the project.
If none of the parts in the library satisfies the search criteria, then system asks the
user whether to create a dummy part to keep the netlist correctly. Or user can
ignore this part creation and the related nets remains partially connected. Dummy
parts created can be recognized by their formatted names.
In case of subcircuits system creates a part and assigns the corresponding hierarchy
to this part automatically. Parts like this also appears with formatted names.
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After loading all the components, click the Import button to import these
components and netlist information to the project. The project is build within a short
time.

Click the View File button to view circuit file in a file viewer.
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Click the Close button to exit Spice Netlist Import window.
Invoke the Schematic Editor, to view the net connection using ratsnets and start
routing manually or using Autorouter.
All information’s like node modifiers, instance/model parameters, transient initial
conditions, Initial node voltage guesses, set up for all types of analysis etc are read
from the file and are created in the newly created project. All instance/model
parameters having a spice name are successfully imported.
.SAVE, .PRINT, .PLOT commands are ignored.
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